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noted the harnomics in the formof cos n{o,t
wcf - [x(t)l
where f-’ [&)I is equal
t o c0s-l [x@)] in sine wavecrosSings, while in thenotation of the paper’thecosinefunc[ n c o r 1 (x)], Le., the
tion is expandedintermsofcos
Chebyshevpolynomial.Thelatterapproachis
nice to show
the band-limitedness of the in-phasemodulation. However,
my approach shows that the harmonics are the phase modulated signals that can be extracted, provided that the
aliasing
is minimized by increasing 0,. Clearly,mymethodshows
that by bandpass filtering rather than
low-pass filtering,
.
. one
can take advantage of noise immunity ofPM signals.

these receivershas beenanalyzed in the followingsections
with specific reference t o mobile radio constrahts, the scheme
is useful in any multiple-access FH-MFSK system. Application
of nonparametric detection in spread-spectrum systems has received attention in the recent past[ 151 . In Section I1 the maximum rank sum receiver (MRSR) is formulated. In Section 111,
a reduced rank sum receiver (RRR) is presented, followed by
some simulation results. Section IV discusses the performance
estimate of these receivers based on an’asymptotic theory. In
Section V, a discussion on the choice of number of bits in a
transmitted word is presented. Section VI concludes witha discussion o n t h eusefulness of this receiver for mobile radio.
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11. MAXIMUM RANK SUMRECEIVER
Beforewediscuss
the receiver, wedescribebriefly
the
FH-MFSKmodulationscheme.
A detailed’descriptioncan
be found in [ 31. Each user in a multiuser mobile radio system
is assigned a uniqueaddress a of L symbols.Theuserdata
at rateR, bits/s are grouped intoK bits of duration T seconds,
Denote theaddress vector of a user u asa, = ( a u l , a,2, :.:, a , ~ )
and the data vector as
D (d, d , ... L times), d E (1, 2, .*.,2K),
a,i E (1, 2, ..., 2K). Modulation is performed by obtaining a
vector = a, f L? = ( Y 1 ,Y,, .-, Y L ) ,where f denotes modulo
2K addition.Therefore,
if wehave
2K orthogonaltones
spanningan available W Hz bandwidth,thenforeach
Yj,a
tone will be transmitted for a duration’of 7(=T/L) seconds. At
the receiver over each 7 seconds, a spectrum analysis will be
done to find out the
energy content of each one of the’2K
frequency slots. When the procedure is repeated L times, we
obtain the received spectrum as shown in Fig. 1. By performing a modulo 2K subtractionwiththe addressvector,each
entry in a column of the received spectrum matrjx is shifted
into a different position in the same columg, in the decoded
matrix (Fig. 1).
Let us consider a simplified Rayleigh fading channel and the
FH-MFSK scheme as described above. Also, we shall assume
that the tone
spacing in FH-MFSKmodulationexceedsthe
coherencebandwidth
of themobilechannel.Thisimplies
thatthetoneswouldexperienceindependentfading.Then,
by considering thebase4o-mobile.transmission,alongwith
theidealconditionsdescribedabove,theentries
in thedecodedmatrixof
a user u canbecharacterizedstatistically
[ 4 ] . Amongthe 2K rowsinthedecodedmatrix,onlyone
row is the correct row, due to the intended signal plus noise.
In,each of the rest of the (zK - 1) spurious rows, the samples
(entries) have contribution partly from interfering
users plus
noiseandpartlyfromthe
receivernoise
alone.Therefore,
a sample Z in a row has the following density function:
‘I

Nonparametric Receiver for FH-MFSK Mobile Radio
R. VISWANATHAN AND S . C.GUF‘TA
Abstruct-Various parametricreceivers such as the maximum likelihood ‘and the hard-limiter have been analyzed for their performance in
decoding the frequency hopped multilevel FSY (FH-MFSK) messages in
mobileenvironment.Here,.somenonparametric
receivers such as the
maximum rank sum receiver (MRSR) and the reduced rank sum receiver
( V R ) are considered. RRR and MRSR are nearly identicsl in performance, but the former i s much simpler to implement. The results indicate
that RRR is a competing alternative to the paramet~creceivers.

I. INTRODUCTION

Inrecentyears,considerableinteresthasbeenshown
in
finding a spectrallyefficientmodulationschemeformobile
radio [ 1 1 , [ 21 . A spread-spectrum modulation scheme known
asfrequencyhopped
multileirelFSK
(FH-MFSK)hasbeen
considered as a possible modulation method [ 31 , [ 4 ] . Some
new receiversbased on a nonparametricstatisticalapproach
are uresentedhere. to decode the FH-MFSK messages. Such
an approach has some advantages, such as the robustness
of
the receiver performanceagainstanychangesintheprobabil-spuriousrow
ity model and the
absence of anyadaptivescheme,usually
required
with
a parametric
approach.
Z-pXle-*1Z
The receiversdiscussed stillemploy a noncoherentenvelopecorrectrow
analyzer t o estimate the energy in each time-frequency slot,
butemploy a ‘postdetectioncombiningscheme based onthe
Z X, e--h 1 2
nonparametric
approach
[5]. Although
the
performance
of
with

+ (1 - p ) X O e - A o z

-
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Here, ( l / k l ) represents the mean energy in a signal plus noise
(either intended or interfering), (l/Xo) represents the mean
energy in the noise at the
receiver and P is the ProPortion
to other
‘users.
j~ is
whch
accounts
interference
the
for due
estimated using a randomassignmentargument.
If eachof
the
one
of
2 K frequency
tones
at
ranthe M users transmits
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Fig. 1 . Maximum rank sum receiver operation. Notes: 1) R,,,, = rank of X,,,,
Reduced Rank
Decoded
among{Xp,,p=l,2;~~,I;~~,J,q=l,2;~~,rn;~~,L}.2)The
Matrix
Matrix
ranking is done by assigning the largest rankof J L to the largest sample,
Fig. 2. Reduced rank sum receiveroperation.Notes: R,,,,’ = rank of X,,,,
the next largest rank of (JL - 1) to the next largest sample, and so on.
among {Xp,,,;p = 1, 2, . . ., I , . . ., 4. S,’= reduced rank sum of ith
The smallest sample gets therank of 1.3) Si = rank sum of ith row (i = 1,
row (i = 1. .... A = Z,,,=,JRi,,,’.
2,
J ) = Bm,ILRi,,,.

dom, the probability that a particular frequency tone
is not
being transmitted by one specific user is (1 - 2-K).Therefore,
the probability that none of the ( M - 1) interferers transmits
aparticularfrequency
tone over a slot duration equals (1 2 - K y - 1 , or theprobabilitythatat
least oneinterferer
would transmit a specific tone in a slot,is given by

where K is the number of bits in a transmitted word and M
is thenumber of users in thesystem. By normalizingthe
sample with mean energy in
a signal plus noise, we have the
following density function:
spurious row

correct row

X

-

e-x

where p = ( l/Ao)/(l/Al) represents the
signal-plus-noise-tonoise ratio.
Arandom
variable x is said t o bestochasticallylarger
than another random variable y if the cumulative distribution
functions of the two variablessatisfy F,(q) < F y ( v ) for all
7 [ 141.It isclear that in theabovesituation,thecorrect
row samplesarestochasticallylargerthan
thespuriousrow
samples. There will bedeviationsfromthismodeldue
to
several reasons like the effect of adjacent cell interference in
a cellular system, the departure from the “idealness” assumed
in arriving at the model, the presence of impulsive noise due
t o vehicle ignition,and so on. However,althoughtheexact
distribution is unknown, under these conditions, the correct
row sampleswouldstillbestochasticallylarger
thanthe
spurious row samples. The problem of identifying the correct
row with stochastically larger samples among a pool of (2K 1) spurious rows is similar to the statistical problem known as
the “slippage problem” [ 6 ] , [ 7 ] .
If theparametricmodel(3)
is perfectlyvalid,thenthe
maximum
likelihood
receiver
would
be
the best
receiver
[ 4 ] , [ 81. Theequivalenttestinthenonparametricdomain
wouldbe t o pick therow having themaximumranksum.
Therefore,theideabehindamaximumranksum
receiver
(MRSR) is to rank order the
samples in the decoded matrix
by considering the entire (2K*L) samples. By summing these
rank orders across each row, the row with the largest sum is
picked as the correct row. It
is possible that more than one
row might possess the same maximum rank sum.
In such an
event,the tiescanbe
broken by randomization. Intuitively,
such a schemeappears t o be the best [5]. In Fig. 1 , the
variousmatricespertaining
totheoperation
of the receiver
are shown.

111. REDUCEDRANKSUM RECEIVER
With the values of K = 8, L = 19 (which are optimum for
the parametric receivers when the bandwidth equals 20 MHz
and t h e bit rate R b equals 32 kbits/s [ 3 ] , [4]), it can be observed that overeach LT(=T) seconds, (28*19) sampleswill
have to be ranked. With 32kbit/sdatarate,thisamounts
t o ranking 4864 samplesin
250 p s . Since this mayimply
considerable
complexity,
we consider reduced
a
ranking
method. Inthismethod,theranking
will bedone by considering the samplesin eachcolumnonly(Fig.2).
Since L
columns of samples arrive sequentially in time, ranking of 256
samples will be done in ~ ( = 1 3p s ) duration.

A . Simulation Results
By generating the samplesbased on the model (3), using
the IMSL (International Mathematical and Statistical Library)
routine GGEXP, it is straightforward to simulate the receiver
performance. On each simulationtrial,
2 5 5 X 19 spurious
samplesand
19 correctsamplesaregenerated.
Without loss
of generality, thefirstrowcontainsthecorrect
samples.
Then the ranks and the sums are computed to simulate the
operationofMRSRandRRR.
Tables Iand I1 showthe
performance of MRSRand RRR. As can be seen, both the
receiversare
roughly similarin
performance. AtSNR
of
25 dB,each could accommodate about 135 users atanestimated probability of bit error of Pb FZ 2 x 1O-3. By simulating the samples which take into account the effect of adjacent
cell interference [ 121, the MRSR is tested under this condition. The probability of bit error
Pb remainspractically the
sameat2
X
(withacontrolled
average
SNR of 25dB
and when the user is at about halfway toward the cell corner).
Somerobustnessin
theperformance
of MRSRagainst
a
changing probabilitymodel is thusindicated.Itshouldbe
mentionedthatan
extensivesimulationstudycouldnotbe
carried out because ofexcessive simulation time requirement.
I v . E R R O RRATE ESTIMATEBASED ON ASYMPTOTIC
THEORY
It has been shown that theJ (J = 2K) rank sums are asymptotically jointly normal, for large values of L [ 7 ] , [ 101. For
values of L of theorder of 20, we expecttheasymptotic
theory to beonlyapproximatelytrue.However,theerror
estimatesbased on theasymptotictheoryshowreasonable
agreement with the simulation results obtained earlier. Actually, the asymptotic estimates of error rate are slightly on the
higher side. This approach allows us to estimate the performance of the receivers under different conditions (for example,
for differentvalues of M ) .

A . Maximum Rank Sum Receiver (MRSR)
Forthemaximumranksum
receiver, theasymptotic
proceduretofindtheprobability
of correctselection
is
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TABLE I
SNR

-

25 d B

Trials

140
1 70

Fi is the cdf of the samples fromthecorrectrowand
Fi
( i # j ) is the cdf of the samples from the spurious rows.
If we assume that F, and F j satisfy the model (3),we have

TABLE I1
SNR
M .

-

25 dB
#

Pb

Simulation
Trials

Fi ( X ) =
elsewhere

(15)
readily available in the literature[ 7 ] . Denoting

g(X, Y )=

1

X S Y

0

otherwise

Therefore we evaluate Q,0 , and $ as follows:
q=l-p/2--

(1

( P + 1)

3

.
(5)
Here, Xii denotes the entry
in the ith row and jth column
of the decoded matrix of the user. The row counting is from
the bottom upward, as shown in Figs. 1 and 2 . For large L ,
it ispossible t o find E(S,), var (S,), and COY (S,, S ) and,
hence, characterize the random variables ( S , , -., SJ).d i t h o u t
loss of generality, assume thejthrow
as thecorrectrow.
Then, the probabilityof correct selection (or decision)is
j,j

PI
1

e = - P+2 ( 1 - p ) 2

we write the rank sum for the pth row
as

PC = Pr [Si= Max (S,), i = 1, 2, -*,

-

p+ 1

$ = P- + ( I
3

-p)

+ P(l

- P)

P+1

2p+1

+)'

-q

p+2

( +- --9
1

p+2

P+l

The probability of bit errorP, can be evaluated as

using (7)-( 13) and (16)-( 18).

+ 1 , --,J ]

i

(6 )

=Pr(Si-S
1 ;i *B.O
, J,,ii=# j ] .

-- 2

-

B. Reduced Rank Sum Receiver ( R R R )
For this receiver, the rank sums aregiven by

The above equation canbe shown t o reduce to [ 71
W

Pc=L

@J- '((&a

+ &x)@

- c ) - ' P ) d @(x)

Proceedingalong similarlines, we derive theprobability
correct selection PC' for the reduced rankreceiver as

1
m

where

PC' =

a = J(Q - +)

-

J

+ 2) + $(J + 2 )

+ fix)@'

- d @(x) + O(I/fl)

b=(J2-15J-22)/12+Q(3J+2)-Q2(J2+J3.2)

+ e(J2

@ J - l((&a'

-W

(8)
(9)

where

c=Q(l+2~-Q2(1+~+~2)+e(l+~2)

+ $(I

+ J ) - (11

+ 13J)/12

(10)

the cdf of the standard univariate normal
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Fig. 3. Asymptotic error rate versus M .

C’ = q ( J )

-$(J2)

+ e ( J 2 - J ) - -.J

(24)

12

Therefore, the probability of bit errorP,’ for the RRR can be
computed as

2K-

1

P,‘ = -- (1 - PC’).
(J-

1)

(25)

The error estimates of these two
receivers are plotted in Fig.
3, using K = 8, L = 19. From Fig. 3 we observe that both
the receivers have similar performance. This is not surprising
when we observe that large J ( J = 256) implies that b’ 2 b
and c’ 2 c , and therefore, the multivariates
{Si - Si;i # j }
and {S.’ - S i ; i # j } have nearly identical distribution. From
the inlormation theoretic point
of view, the divergence betweenthetwodistributionstendsto
zero [ l l ] . In other
words, the reduced ranking possesses nearly as much information as the full ranking. Also, increasing signal-to-noise ratio
above 25 dB achieves onlya marginal reductioninthebit
error rate. Essentially the performance becomes interference
limited. For comparison, we also show in Fig. 3 the error rate
of a maximum likelihood receiver, when SNR + [ 41 .

Although the maximum likelihood
receiver is superior t o
a rank receiver in its performance in an isolated cellular cell,
the performance of the likelihood receiver is bound to degrade
when there is adjacent cell interference. A hard-limited parametric receiver, which is only slightly inferior to thelikelihood
receiver [ 4 ] , accommodates a significantly smaller number of
users whentheadjacent
cell interference is taken into consideration [ 9 ] . However, MRSR (or RRR) shows no such
degradationdue t o adjacent cell interference, as explained
earlier.

V. CHOICEOF K
It is difficult t o arriveat anoptimum value of K which
would maximize the performance of MRSR (or RRR) under
all probability models. It is not easier, even if the parametric
model (3) is satisfied. However, through some indirect assessment, the value of K = 8 can be justified. Assuming that ( 3 )
is the underlying probability model, we compute some form
of distance measure between two
samples that are obtained
underthehypotheses
of correct
and
incorrect
selection.
The value of K which maximizes the distanceis found. Another
method is t o observe the asymptotic error rate (Section
IV)
as a function of K .
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A. Distance Measures

B. Divergence
Consider the received matrix of size ( 2 K - L ) . Theparam-The
divergence J* can bewritten as asumoftwocompoeters K and L are related by [ 31
nents called the directed divergences [ 11 1.

r =-

W

= 625.

where

(27)

Rb

Here, ( ) denotes the largest integer operation. W the one-way
bandwidth, assumed t o be 20 MHz, and R b the'bitrate.and
Z(N, H ) is obtainedbyinterchanging H and N in the above
Assume thatthesamplesfromthecorrectrow
have theequation.
have the
Sinceall the samples are independent, it
iseasy t o observe
density function f and those from the spurious rows
densityfunction g. Then,thesituationcorrespondingtothethat
correctandtheincorrectrowselectioncanbedepicted
as
follows:
Z(H, N ) = W f , g)

H

correct
selection, A number L samples
of
selected from f identified

N

incorrectselection, A number L of samples
selected from g identified.

where Z ( f , g) is the directed
divergence
ties f a n d g. That is,

between
the
densi-

(28)

Therefore, any of. the known- distance measures
[ 111 , [ 131
H and N .
can be computed for the density functions under
We present
here
only
the
divergence J* and
the
Bhattacharyya
distance B .

Z ( f , g) = d m f ( x ) In

dx
g(x>

e c X In ( p -t( 1

-

p ) p e - ( p - l ) x ) dx.
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(33)
When f and g satisfy (3), we can compute J* as a function
of K . The results are shown in Fig. 4.

C.Bhattacharyya Distance
TheBhattacharyyadistance
fH and fN is given by

B betweenthetwodensities

(34)
Because of sample independence, this reduces to

If f and g satisfy (3), B can be computed as a function of
K . The results are shown inPig. 5 .
As an alternative method, we' can observe the effect of K

on the asymptotic error rate
(seeFig. 6). The value of L is
constrainedbecause r = W/Rb is fixed. By observingFigs.
4-6, it can be seen that K = 8 is nearly optimum under any
of these performance measures.
The optimization procedure based on distances is normally
employedinparametricsituations,whenthe
probability of
errorcannotbe
easily found [ 131. We assumed thatsuch
procedure could also be applied to.nonparametric tests operating under a known probability model. This is partially justifiable since the ranking does carry some information contained
in theoriginal samples.

VI. CONCLUSION
Consideringbase-to-mobiletransmission,it
is foundthat
MRSR or RRR could accommodate about 1 3 5 users at Pb S
2x
andatan averageSNR of 25 dB. With thesimulated
adjacent cell interference, the performance of MRSR remains
practically the
same
(i.e.,
Pb 2 X
at
controlled
a
SNR
of 2 5 ' dB, with the receiver about halfway toward the base
station).Thus,MRSR(orRRR)showssomerobustness
against changes in the probability model. Moreover, the adaptive
parametric
hard-limited
receiver accommodates
only
about the same number of users as the MRSR, when adjacent
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Fig. 6.

Asymptotic estimate versus K (maximum rank sum receiver).

cell interference is takenintoconsideration
[ 9 ] . Also, the
limitedsimulationstudyandasymptotictheory
reveal the
nearlyidenticalperformances
of MRSR andRRR. As has
been said earlier, it is much simpler to implement the reduced
rank sum receiver’than to implement MRSR or a parametric
receiver.Therefore,oneconcludesthatRRR
is apossible
competitor to the
‘parametric
receivers for
FH-MFSK
mobile radio.
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